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About This-tssue
Perhaps we were doing research ourselves. Our question: If teachers at all levels, elementary through
college, were asked to write about research, how many definitions would be used by those submitting
articles? The result: From our small and unscientific sample, four definitions emerge to inform the articles
chosen for this issue.
Definition 1: Research is a formal, carefully planned inquiry which yields results sure to help us change
the manner in which we operate in our classrooms. Marilyn Brooks verified the effectiveness of an alterna
tive assessment by testing the method in comparison to two more traditional assessments using three of her
high school speech classes. Drawing material from the reflection journals of a group of future teachers in a
field experience, Brian White studied the concerns of pre-service educators.
Definition 2: Research is one of the processes in which teachers gUide their students with the goal of
helping them gain useful skills for future use. Greg Schafer and M. J. Ewald describe the research processes
they used successfully in high school English classes.
Definition 3: Research is that which emanates from this new beast in our classrooms, the on-line
computer, which we must tame, which we must corral, which we must master in order to have a useful
working animal. Patrice Heinzman describes strategies for helping students to become better on-line read
ers. Also concerned with how students use the internet, Goeff Wickersham provides new insights and impor
tant warnings gleaned from his website research. Nancy Tucker required on-line sources for her university
students' research projects and found her students intrigued and inspired.
Definition 4: Research is informal observation of our students through the days and through the years
that yield results sure to help us change the manner in which we operate in our classrooms. Jill Darrow
asked the question, "Who does research?" and answered, "I do." She observed her fifth-grade literature
circles and drew valuable conclusions for future use. In her poem, Gloria NiXon-John reflects upon the
nature of observation. Susan Steffel and Charles Steltenkamp set up an e-mail link between university pre
service teachers and a class of high school students and were able to gain new insights about sharing read
ing experiences. Nancy Elliott studied a survey of new and pre-service teachers. She urges everyone in the
teaching profession to ask "How do I meet the concerns of these newer members of the profession?" Finally,
in her review of Research in the Classroom, Barbara Kane Schneider confirms the conclusions of other writers
in this issue when she says that "classroom research has to impower teachers to examine their own prac
tice ... "

While the authors in this issue may have disagreed on what was meant by the call for manuscripts, their
informative and thought-provoking responses have contributed to an issue that is sure to inspire reflection,
and yes, perhaps research.
Susan Steffel

Jill R. VanAntwerp

